MANHATTAN PROJECT NHP
LOS ALAMOS SITE UPDATE
NPS Visitor Center

- Provided by Los Alamos County
- Open:
  - 7 days/week during season
  - 5 days/week during off season
- Volunteers-in-Parks (VIP) program
HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Pond Cabin Assessment:

- Bandelier Historic Preservation Crew
- Interagency Agreement
- Funded by DOE
Next Steps:
- Vanishing Treasures Workshop: Pond Cabin Stabilization
- Slotin Windows & Doors
- V-Site: Roof Repairs
- Quonset Hut: Emergency Stabilization
- East Gate Guard Tower: Repairs (entrance to town)
VISITOR ACCESS

- Draft RFP for Los Alamos National Lab contract released July 2017
- Industrial Hygiene sampling complete at Pajarito Site
- NPS evaluating visitor experience at Pajarito Site
- DOE: letter to lab to create access plan for non-badged, escorted public
PARTNERSHIPS

- Los Alamos Friends Group: Developing project list
- Heritage Partnership Program Grant: Los Alamos Historical Society
- Los Alamos County:
  - Visitor Center Space
  - Fuller Lodge Opportunities
  - Kwage Mesa Trail:
    - Interpretation
    - Waysides
- Bradbury Museum
- Los Alamos Brochure:
  - University Interns
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